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LESSON 5 

Sharing the Miraculous 

Living Spirit-Led 

Principles are good, the Holy Spirit is better. 

> Jesus is who we imitate – following the Holy Spirit is how we flow. 

What miracle is needed? 

> The greatest miracle you need is the one keeping you most 

distracted from God.  

> Sometimes the gifts work better with less information. 

Notes – 
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Ways to Pray 

Words of Knowledge 

> Sometimes words of knowledge don’t seem to relate to the issue 

needing prayer but will still bring breakthrough when ministered to. 

> Ways you might receive a word of knowledge: 

o Physical Feeling – Burning or heat in areas, possible unexpected 

pain. 

o Seeing – Pictures, body parts, etc. with your eyes closed in prayer 

or an open vision.  

o Hearing – Single words or sayings related to an issue can come 

as an internal voice, the audible voice of God, or prompted in 

conversation.  

o Impressions – Thinking about past experiences or just a knowing 

related to an area someone needs to connect with God on. 

Prayer of Faith 

> Christians seeking out the laying on of hands for a miracle. 

Preach the Word 

> Share the Gospel with non-believers and you will see miracles 

manifest to show God is alive today. 

Prayers of Compassion 

> Stop for the one in front of you because God’s heart is always for 

His people.  

Notes –  
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Keys in Prayer 

Manifestation 

> Speak to the manifestation of the miracles, not only comfort or 

encouragement. 

> The greatest encouragement will be manifestation of the miracle 

they need.  

The Name of Jesus 

> There is power in the name of Jesus. 

> Don’t be ashamed to pray in the name of Jesus because He is the 

one who paid the price for the miracle. 

> We aren’t the works of the miracle, we are a touchpoint of faith. 

Complete Breakthrough 

> Jesus is the author and finisher of faith. 

> If God starts producing manifestation, He wants to complete it. 

> Ask if anything is feeling different if it can be tested. If not tested, go 

in faith.  

Notes –  
 


